This note is in part of: how they'll use my rent check as a means to evict me, by telling they did not get it or get it on time. This will involve the concerted effort of the mail, the postal service. There is also a high probability that a staged theft may occur. Through the next week, they have rented apartments above me & across the hall & will accuse me of theft as a means to evict me & associate themselves to this staged incident. They have engaged in direct conversations since the 1st day I moved in, outside my door, across the hall & above me. Also since I have tightened the noose on their methods, they may hold off on the above tactics for awhile since they see my money is gone for rent. So they may try & get my parents to get me to go down to Tennessee to make it look like an excuse is their to call the cops at that time. My family members will tell them how I've been in the hospital & they will petition me. This will be done to provoke major extreme emotional responses of resentment & association of prosecution. They'll try & keep me long enough to where I'll lose my apartment because of it, because rent won't be paid since I'll be in the hospital. All of this will be for this desired result: more hospital diagnoses & homelessness. This is the literal orchestrated covert intentions behind seemingly everyday mishaps "the fight they orchestrate." Also another tactic may employ is using Darlene Okeete, ms misher, ms Rich or a phone number from a phone that was loaned to me from tammy or dearborn heights. 
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